SEMINAR
INTERCULTURALITY & INCLUSION

EDUCATIONAL GOALS
To be able to communicate in professional life situations.
Decoding European cultural differences
Understand the specificities of French culture
Adapt your intercultural communication
Experiment and manage intercultural misunderstandings

TRAINING
DURATION
25 hours

PUBLIC

CLASS FORMAT
Our classes are usually made up of 8 to 12 students for better
individualization of learning. The International College of Cannes
also offers individual courses for faster and more efficient
learning.

OUR PEDAGOGY
Dynamic animations based on progressive methods and
scenarios
Speaking
Written exercises
Provision of a resource center for fun and immersive learning

FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

INFORMATION

INFO@FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

This training is aimed
at anyone wishing to
improve their level of
French, while
developing new skills
in a specialized and
promising field such as
interculturality and
inclusion.

PREREQUISITES
Non-French
speaking foreign
teachers.
Level A2 in French
Wishing to follow
an introduction to
interculturality and
inclusion

04.93.47.39.29
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OUR PROGRAM

START DATES

Intercultural issues
Identify the working methods to be favored in an intercultural context
Understand the impact of culture on your relationships
The notion of culture and interculturality: culture, perception and
interpretation.
Decipher the traps of interculturality: prejudices, stereotypes ...
How are the French perceived abroad?
Identify the major cultural differences
Measure the degree of affectivity, neutrality, individualism,
collectivism.
Identify the decision-making mode: risks, delays, hierarchical
distance.
Understanding the influence of time: monochronism and
polychronism.
Develop intercultural skills and knowledge
Identify intercultural points of vigilance: organization, decisionmaking process.
Identify uses and cultural codes in France and identify their
constructions
Decoding European cultural differences
Overview of cultures
Adapt your intercultural communication
Identify styles of communication across cultures: gaze, proxemics.
Understand and use ambiguity and clarity through the search for
meaning.
Communicate with an intercultural group, create and sustain
cohesion and an inclusive dynamic
Identify the pitfalls of distance communication.
Manage cultural misunderstandings
Know the different operating modes: by consensus or in conflict.
Put into practice different tools to communicate better.
Understand the nature of the commitments.
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MARKETING@FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR
INFO@FRENCH-IN-CANNES.FR

Please contact us for
more details

HOW TO ENROLL
To register, please
contact our team via
the contact page of our
website,
by email at
info@french-incannes.fr or by phone
at +33 (0)4 93 47 39 29

PRICE
450 Euros

04.93.47.39.29
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EVALUATION
Halfway through the training: written assessment in the form of
multiple choice questions about :
Language points: sentence to be completed with the word or
expression that best suits.
Cultural points: affirmation that suits best.
At the end of the training: Bright Language Certification
Teaching methods: Work on linguistic forms (grammar,
vocabulary) and cultural notions necessary to achieve each
objective.
Applications: scenarios, role plays, cultural immersions
Documents and materials for trainees: Collective correction /
improvement and argumentation
Visual documents: books, slides, digital images and video
Pedagogical supervision: The training is led by specialized trainers
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